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ABOUT SSSI
The Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI) is the peak national body for all custodians of quality spatial
(location) data creation, storage, maintenance and use in Australia.
What sets SSSI apart is its unique national reach, which enables us to: advocate on behalf of the profession
to overcome geographic silos and build technical excellence, offer a plethora of events which enable a diverse
network of professionals to network and collaborate, promote certification to strengthen the skills and knowledge
of the Australian geospatial and surveying industry, provide professional development opportunities, carry out
migration skills assessment and much more.

1.0

President’s Report

Once again, the last twelve months have been incredibly busy and challenging for SSSI,
with the unexpected change in the global landscape brought about by COVID-19 that
began at the end of 2019 continuing into 2020-2021.
I want to begin this year’s report by recognising the commitment of our staff who demonstrate an unwavering level
of commitment and passion to SSSI. On behalf of the board and all our valued members and partners I would like
to thank and recognise your tireless efforts in what has been another difficult year, yet still delivering outstanding
services and support to our members and the profession broadly.
I would also like to acknowledge all the volunteers who even during the most challenging of times continue to give
so much of their time and effort to develop and strengthen SSSI. And every time we call for more people to get
involved, there is no shortage of volunteers. So, once again thanks to all the volunteers!
During my first year as President, I wanted to focus our attention on several key activities, these included core
services for members, productive partnerships and a stable and viable SSSI. I think for the most part we have kept
the course on that. We continued to deliver outstanding events and activities for our members offering all our
online content free for members, providing accessible learning opportunities for all members across all disciplines.
The establishment of the new Spatial Digital Twin Special Interest Group has harnessed significant interest across
the profession, and the ongoing success of the YP mentor program are some of the examples of delivering
core services.
Locate 2021 whilst delayed due to COVID was also a highlight, with the event being delivered for the first time
as a hybrid conference. With the main conference program delivered entirely virtually interspersed with live
presentations and events at the regional hubs in locations such as Melbourne and Sydney it was a welcome return
for many of the delegates who had spent the previous twelve months disconnected from one another.
In regards to productive partnerships, in 2020-21 SSSI leveraged many of the MOUs signed the previous
year to collaborate with other industry bodies to host joint events and provide opportunities for knowledge
sharing and learning across the sector, highlighted by a joint webinar series with OGC and further demonstrated
through activities SSSI has been part of including the Space & Spatial Industry Growth Roadmap 2030 and the
Space, Spatial and Surveying Diversity Leadership Network (SSS-DLN) which collaborated across the space, spatial
and surveying sectors to undertake an inaugural Inclusion@Work Index to help create a baseline for diversity and
inclusion for the first time to better understand the experience of people who work and study in the sectors.
In terms of a stable and sustainable SSSI, much has been achieved over the last 12 months, including the shift
towards a national operating model. That has resulted in a much stronger focus on national activities and decreased
operating costs, coupled with growing membership has put SSSI in a much more stable financial position.
Whilst in summary it has been a positive year in many respects, again successfully navigating the impacts and
challenges of COVID that continued to provide a constant disruption, looking forward it has also provided an
opportunity to reflect on the future.
Hence a key outcome I think of the last 12 months is the growing realisation that for SSSI to remain relevant and
viable and provide true value to our members and the broader spatial profession it needs reform and to consider
its purpose and meaning as a modern relevant peak professional body that represents the interests of the entire
industry sector. In doing so we need to contemplate changing the way we organise ourselves, how we evolve to
respond to a rapidly growing and evolving profession and the needs and expectations of an industry that is quickly
becoming a core enabler in nearly all other areas of society.
In response the Board has started to contemplate the future and what our role is and how as Australia peak
professional body we need to reshape and potentially restart so we can confidently deliver the future needs of
members and partners and support the rapid growth of the surveying and spatial sectors. This critical undertaking
will become the major focus as we head in to the new year.
In closing, I believe as an industry we have much to look forward to with a very positive future if we choose to embrace it.
As president of SSSI I have had the opportunity to engage with members around Australia which has been a
thoroughly rewarding experience and demonstrates to me the diversity and high quality of our profession and the
critical importance of our role.
Paul Digney
President
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2.0

CEO’s Report

It is now nearly 18 months since reorganising SSSI’s staff roles and job functions into a
national structure. We have realigned responsibilities across the organisation to improve
service delivery, strengthened our financial resilience that has enabled us to engage and
communicate more effectively with members across the country. We are now doing more with less people and this
is demonstrated by the significant reduction in our operating costs by 48% (yes that’s forty eight percent).
This was achieved largely through stronger discipline on expenditure, the removal of duplication of purchases that
used to occur at the regional level and our inability to run face to face events during COVID-19 which of course also
heavily impacted SSSI’s revenue. In spite of the reduced revenue of 27% when compared to the previous year we
still managed to deliver a modest profit for the first time since the 2016/2017 financial year. This new operating
structure and the reduction in staff means that we do not have any spare capacity amongst our staff who are
working flat out, but we are now thankfully living within our means. It is pleasing to see the improvements this
national structure has delivered and I would like to personally thank all of SSSI’s staff for their untiring efforts to
make SSSI as good as it can be.
With COVID-19 impacting our ability to hold face to face events, this forced us to transition very quickly to online
webinars, and with more than 110 delivered since March 2020, we are proud to have improved accessible learning
opportunities for all members across all disciplines. Making these free to all members, and the high quality
and relevance of the content has been heralded as a great success. This has no doubt influenced our pleasing
membership growth of 15% for the 2020/2021 financial year and its pleasing to note that this growth is continuing
at a similar rate so far this year.
We have also begun some important national discussions around workforce shortages, Spatial Digital Twins through
our Special Interest Group that commenced during the 2020/2021 year and the rapidly developing Space sector is
driving new opportunities for the spatial sector (Space+Spatial). The importance of SSSI’s Special Interest Groups
continues to increase as a way of driving these national conversations and delivering programs of value. The great
work of the Disaster Management and Recovery Special Interest Group and the value of the data collected via
the Mapathons is now recognised by ANZLIC and ICSM. The tireless work of our Young Professionals continues
to attract new younger members to SSSI and the important mentoring program continues to exceed everyone’s
expectations.
2020/2021 was also the year where we began four scheduled meetings per year with our Commission, Regional
and Special Interest Group Chairs. This has allowed all our Commissions, Regions and Special Interest Groups to
have a greater understanding of what everyone is doing and is assisting in finding ways of how we can work better
together. I would like to especially thank our Chairs particularly for the time they devote, but also all our volunteers
who contribute so much to the vitality of SSSI. We cannot do what we do without our volunteers and the leadership
of our Chairs.
We have begun a series of workshops that has involved the Boards of SSSI and SIBA, as well as a highly influential
external stakeholder group from across the spatial industry, government, academia and research areas. These
workshops are shaping the thinking of what the coming together of SSSI and SIBA might look like and what might
be possible for the re-purposed combined entity. There is much to work through and many decisions to make and
we will announce a series of member engagement forums commencing in 2022 to get your input, vital feedback
and ensure that we move in a direction that is addressing the issues that are important to you and what you believe
is needed. It is interesting how much is common between the needs of the industry leaders and the needs of the
profession. We want to have greater impact as a combined Professional + Industry body. These crucial issues are
shaping up to define our key priorities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workforce development and promoting career pathways to meet sector demand and enable growth
Lead industry advocacy and influence public policy
Develop evidence-based standards around certification, micro-credentialling and recognition of skills and hence
drive the demand for certification, micro-credentialling and specialist skills recognition
Facilitate increased innovation and advancement that improves productivity
Provide networking and knowledge sharing opportunities
Celebrate member achievements and raising our profile as a sector
Recognise and promote the role of spatial in shaping the way we work, live and play

Some of these activities we are already doing well, but we must strive to do well in all of them. I am truly excited
about the profound impact we make and how our professional expertise provides vital support for just about every
aspect of society, from the environment through to growing our economy.
Tony Wheeler
Chief Executive Officer
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3.0

Our Members

SSSI is proud to represent the surveying and spatial community. We have an extensive membership
network across Australia and overseas.

Total Memberships 2020/2021

Northern
Territory
22
Queensland
636

Western Australia
214
South Australia
195

New South Wales
312
Australian Capital
Territory
83
Victoria
326

Overseas
95

Tasmania
107

Primary Commission Data 2020/21
Land Surveying Commission

766

Spatial Information & Cartography Commission

529

Engineering & Mining Commission

395

Hydrography Commission

206

Remote Sensing & Photogrammetry Commission
Total

94
1990
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4.0

Our Structure
SSSI
Governing Board
of Directors

SSSI President
(Paul Digney)

Chief Executive
Officer
(Tony Wheeler)

Member
Engagement
Officer
(Libby
Meredyth)

Finance &
Compliance
Manager
(Lisa Inglis)

Marketing and
Communications
Manager
(Johanna
Gastevich)

Professional
Services
Manager
(Julie Fairman)

National Events
& Operations
Manager
(Katie Le Miere)

Commissions
and SIG
Manager
(Su Ling
Meimaris)

COMMISSIONS
Land Surveying
Chair: Lee Hellen

Spatial Information
and Cartography
Chair: Robert Campbell

Remote Sensing &
Photogrammetry
Chair: Dr Petra Helmholz

Hydrography
Chair: Neil Hewitt

Engineering and Mining
Surveying
Chair: Andrew Edwards

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Young Professionals
Chair: Roshni Sharma

Spatial Digital Twins
Chair: Wayne Patterson

Disaster Management
& Recovery
Chair: Dr Lesley Arnold

REGIONS
TAS Regional
Committee
Chair: Inga Playle

WA Regional
Committee
Chair: Darren Mottolini

QLD Regional
Committee
Chair: Noel Davidson

SA Regional
Committee
Chair: Graham Walker

NSW Regional
Committee
Chair: Mary-Ellen Feeney

ACT Regional
Committee
Chair: Noel Ward

VIC Regional
Committee
Chair: Andrej Mocicka
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4.1 Commissions
Our Institute consists of five Commission – representing various disciplines within the surveying
and spatial profession
SPATIAL INFORMATION & CARTOGRAPHY
Our priorities
•

Develop and deliver an ongoing Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
program that offers members opportunity to grow and maintain their spatial
information and cartographic skills

•

Nurture beneficial external relationships with other professional organisations
both nationally and internationally

•

Support the development of spatial literacy and skills within the wider community,
especially supporting secondary and tertiary spatial education programs

•

Promote and encourage the use of authoritative and accessible spatial information
in decision-making to serve the goals of society

•

Promote the spatial information profession and the services it provides to society

Robert Campbell
(Chair)
Angus Scown
Nicholas Flett
Kerry Smyth
David Kelly
Jonathan Briere
Brendan Tully
David Trengove

LAND SURVEYING
Lee Hellen (Chair)
Lindsay Perry
• Progress national and regional understanding and the development of policy in
Geoffrey Patterson
the following areas:
Paul Reed
Graham Jensen
		
• Position and Autonomous Surveying Techniques Steve Hogan
		
• Cadastral Technologies, Spatial Digital Twins and BIM
Ian Harper
		
• Professional Education, Mentoring & Competency Assessment Best Practice Alex Bakunowicz
Caleb Khu
• Create a nationally consistent CPD policy for registration renewal for registered
Michael Grear
surveyors
Michael Nietschke
• Promote the land surveying profession via webinars, Position Magazine, social
Andrew Edwards
media and the SSSI website.
Tony Proust
• Create a modern perception of surveyors that includes more than just cadastral
Daniel Paez
land surveying, in partnership with other surveying groups
John Minehan
Our priorities

ENGINEERING & MINING SURVEYING
Our priorities
•

Review and update of Engineering and Surveying Practise Asia Pacific (ESP-AP)
procedures manual and application form

•

Promote the importance of ESP-AP certification to employees and employers

•

Include ESP-AP specifications in government tenders.

•

Continue professional development and learning opportunities for engineering
and mining surveyors

Andrew Edwards
(Chair)
David Mares
Noel Davidson
Andrew Barkham
Paul Digney
Tony Snow
David Belton
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HYDROGRAPHY
Our priorities
•

Hydrography CPD assessment.

•

Hydrography Education Working Group to facilitate better engagement with
universities

•

Promote hydrography as a career option for prospective students

•

Develop hydrographic mentoring program

•

Industry recognition via the Hydrography Excellence Award

•

Develop ongoing professional development opportunities for the profession

Neil Hewitt (Chair)
Owen Cantrill
Jennifer Brindle
Stuart Caie
Dave Field
Fiona Freeman, CDRE
Nathan Green
Samuel Houston
Simon Ironside
Ian Jackson, LCDR 4
Paul Kennedy
John Maschke
Jasbir Randhawa
Celine Roux
Wendy Stewart, CMDR
Dean Battilana, CMDR

REMOTE SENSING AND PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Our priorities
•

Development and management of remote sensing and photogrammetry
professionalism and their applications in Australia.

•

Provide the remote sensing and photogrammetry community with relevant
professional development opportunities, promote certification and recognition
of peers

•

Highlight important research agendas

•

Represent Australia in the International Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry
communities.

Dr Petra Helmholz
(Chair)
Amanda Walker
Bruce Forster
Chris Bellman
Dipak Paudyal
Mary-Ellen Feeney
Renee Bartolo
Tyson Hillyard
Warwick Hehir
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4.2 Special Interest Groups
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) are convened by the SSSI National Board to champion a specific issue or matter
of importance to the profession. In early 2021, the Spatial Digital Twin Special Interest Group was formed to
provide a forum for communication and exchange of ideas in the development and maintenance of spatially
enabled digital twins being implemented across Australia and other parts of the world. SSSI currently has three
active SIGs consisting of its members and other influential members of the surveying and spatial profession.
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Our priorities
•

Facilitate communication and networking among young professional
and student members nationally and regionally;

•

Deliver events which are relevant to the students and young professionals
in our industry

•

Develop and maintain a vibrant and effective mentoring programs

•

Develop and maintain informative, useful and accessible career development
and networking solutions for students and young professionals

•

Develop and maintain strong relationships with Australasian tertiary education
providers offering spatial and surveying qualifications

•

Influence government policy and legislation with respect to the profession

Roshni Sharma
(Chair)

DISASTER MANAGEMENT & RECOVERY
Our priorities
•

Build a well-coordinated national network of surveying and spatial professional
volunteers (organisations and individuals) able to respond to immediate disaster
recovery needs.

•

Provide leadership and coordination for volunteer surveying and spatial
information activities.

•

Develop a strategy and establish a framework that will stimulate and coordinate
volunteer surveying and mapping disaster recovery efforts in the event of future
disasters.

•

Adopt policies and standards for volunteer data collection that are interoperable
with the needs of government and academia.

•

Consult with government and academia to determine data needs and priorities
on all collaborative projects.

Dr Lesley Arnold
(Chair)

SPATIAL DIGITAL TWINS
Our priorities
•

Encourage and promote the advancement of SDT knowledge.

•

Establish SSSI as an effective, trusted and well recognised organisation and hub for
surveying and spatial sciences and other Digital Twin experts in Australia.

•

Facilitate inclusive and collaborative partnerships – locally, nationally and globally.

•

Foster and strengthen information sharing among SDT-SIG Member Agencies,
and with government, community, industry and private sectors.

•

Enable access to information collected and shared by participants including
knowledge of what information exists, and how and where to find it.

Wayne Patterson
(Chair)
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4.3 Regions
Our regions are supported by many exceptional volunteers who co-ordinate many CPD and
networking opportunities for our members. We thank our committee members for the contributions
they make in support of SSSI and our wider profession.

QLD
Chair:
Noel Davidson
Andrew Jensen
Owen Cantrill
Dale Atkinson
Graham Jensen
Angus Scown
Michael Topp
Paul Reed
Alistair Byrom
Damian Ling
Jemma Picco
Lee Hellen
Rob McCabe
Sudarshan Karki

WA
Chair:
Darren Mottolini
Nicholas Flett
Linda Morgan
Dr David Belton
Paul Kennedy
Dr Lesley Arnold
Aaron Gibson
Tony Snow
Dr Petra Helmholz
Kerry Smyth
Pat Burke

NSW
Chair:
Mary-Ellen Feeney
Anna Ho
Austen Pepper
Gaby Van Wyk
Hanno Klahn
Ian Jackson
John Minehan
Liz Fulton
Renee Coysh
Robert Campbell
Roshni Sharma
Ross Johnson
Warwick Hehir
Donny Darmawan

ACT
Chair: Noel Ward
Greg Ledwidge
Joanne Hawkes
Jason Steger
Walter Johansen
Steve Hogan
Phil Allpress

SA
Chair:
Graham Walker
David Tengrove
Franco Rea
Andrew Barkham
Jennifer Brindle
Georgie Cassar
Joe D’Aloia
Sam Fulton
Michael Grear
Tyson Hillyard
Michael Nietschke
Michael Orfanos
David Tran
Duane Van
Schoonhoven

VIC

TAS
Chair: Inga Playle
Paul Digney
Michael Giudici
Chris Walsham
Natalie Williams
Nelson Kuna
Meng Jon Cheong
Rowena Salter

Chair:
Andrej Mocicka
Dr Zaffar Sadiq
Mohamed-Ghouse
Geoff Patterson
Heath McMahon
Noor Raziq
Oscar So
Richard Syme
Samuel Griffiths
Tapaleena
Bhattacharjee
Melinda Borg
Jagannath Aryal
Lindsay Perry
Chris Bellman
Jonathan Briere
Frazer Wilson
Melissa Green
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5.0

Professional Development
& Certification

Webinars
Like many businesses, SSSI had to adapt its business operations rapidly and is committed to delivering a lively
and robust CPD program. SSSI is proud of the 60+ webinars held during FY 2020/21 – discussing relevant
topics of interest to the spatial and surveying professions. Our webinars provided technical content, helped
develop soft skills and provided opportunities to share knowledge. Members were able to hear a range of
national and international experts present from the comfort (and safety) of their homes and offices, free of
charge.
Members are encouraged to view upcoming webinars and other events on the SSSI website.
An extensive eCPD back catalogue is available online.

Face to Face events
COVID-19 affected our ability to hold many face to face events during the year. However, when restrictions
were lifted and the safety of our members guaranteed, a number of events were held.
Just some of our event highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS in Local Government Seminar, Adelaide
A number of YP Speed Networking events and pub nights, Adelaide and Tasmania
Barefoot bowls, Melbourne
International Women’s Day breakfast, Melbourne
Celebrating Global Surveyors Day BBQ, Canberra
State of GIS Seminar, Tasmania
Mine Surveying Seminar, Perth
Fellows Dinner, Perth
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LOCATE21 – HYBRID EVENT
After the postponement of Locate20, Locate21 proceeded in a hybrid format. For the first time ever, our
geospatial community was invited to attend Locate either online or in person at several hubs located
around Australia. The main hub was to be Brisbane, but a snap lockdown prevented this from happening.
Hubs located in Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra proceeded and they were a welcome opportunity for
networking and business engagement.
The online format meant access to a stellar line up of national and international speakers. Breakout
sessions featured panel members from all over the globe. Congratulations to the Organising Committee
for overcoming many challenges to deliver Australia’s premier spatial and surveying conference.
We look forward to Locate22 in Canberra from 24 – 26 May 2022.
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SSSI YP’s National Mentoring Program
Championed by the SSSI YPs, the Mentoring Program continued with great success in 2020.
This program facilitates connections between students and early career professionals with experienced
practitioners in the surveying and spatial sciences industry. In its second year, 111 mentees and
84 mentors participated in the program.
The national and international surveying and spatial community were invited to participate in the
Mentoring Program. The majority of participants (86%) were located in Australia and 14% were from
overseas. With COVID-19 restricting people’s ability to travel, mentoring sessions were completed
mainly online (70%) or via the phone (23%).
Those participating found the program to be a very rewarding experience and provided great
opportunity for reflection and future career planning. The virtual graduation ceremony had nearly half
of the participants attend and share their firsthand experiences of being part of the program.
The SSSI National YP Mentoring Program will continue in 2021.
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5.0 Professional Development & Certification
Certification
In additional to the certification of hydrographic surveyors, which SSSI jointly sponsors with Surveying + Spatial
New Zealand, SSSI currently manages three other certification programs. The following gives details of each of
these programs and acknowledges those achieving certification during the past financial year.
General Certification (GISP)
In SSSI, expertise is acknowledged at a general level through General Certification. The General Certification
process requires a professional to demonstrate their expertise through either a combination of tertiary
qualifications and professional experience or professional experience on its own standing. Additionally,
a commitment to a Code of Ethics is required.
New General Certified Practitioners (FY2020/2021)
Thierry Demathieu

Tom Askey

Anthony Mercer

Lewis Tinley

Mahir Dogan

Christian Davies

Brent Shanahan

Sean Kernke

Geographic Information Systems Professional (Asia Pacific) (GISP-AP) Certification
The Spatial Information & Cartography Commission expertise is acknowledged under the internationally
recognised GISP-AP Certification. The GISP-AP Certification process requires a professional to initially
demonstrate that an advanced level of expertise has been achieved, including completion of a formal tertiary
education in a particular spatial science discipline, achievement of further relevant professional experience
and contributions to the profession.
New GISP Certified Practitioners (FY2020/2021)
Jeffrey Ramos

Hurmain Ariffin

Anthony Martin

Engineering Surveying Profession (Australasia Pacific) Certification
Under the ESP-AP Certification, the process requires a professional to initially demonstrate that an advanced
level of expertise has been achieved, including completion of a formal tertiary education in a particular
spatial science discipline, achievement of further relevant professional experience and contributions to the
profession.
New ESP-AP Certified Practitioners (FY2020/2021)
Murray Heward

Scott Collingwood

Huon Wilson

James Johnston

Matthew Hayes

Matthew Jordan

Remy Lauzat

Timothy Hutch

Samuel Slama

Leticia Fernandez

Jeffrey Ramos

Thomas Givney

Robert Smith

Stephen Sanger

Peter Watson

Benjamin Duck

Karl Weiczorek

Mark Dade

Paul Digney

Jake Duncan

Sam Griffiths

Benjamin Marwedel

Paul Chittick

Anthony Newman

Matthew McCulloch

Maurice Labour

Christopher Lawrence Gareth Moys

Lincoln Hahn

Daniel Field

Damian Slepikowski

Robert Routley

Matthew Gregson

Jacobus Jansen
Van Rensburg

Matthew Johnston
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Migration Assessment
SSSI is the professional body appointed under the Migration Act to evaluate overseas qualification
assessments for surveyors on behalf of the Federal Government’s Department of Education, Employment
and Workplace Relations. SSSI is the authorised assessing authority to assess qualifications and skills for
the purpose of migration to Australia under the general skilled migration categories for the occupation of
Surveyor ANZSCO 232212 ONLY (i.e. applicants must hold the equivalent of an Australian bachelor degree).
For 2020/2021 SSSI undertook 91 migration assessments. Of these, 89 were deemed acceptable.
Migrants were assessed from the following countries:
Brazil│Hong Kong│Philippines│Sudan│Vietnam│China│India│Poland│Syria│Zimbabwe│Colombia
Iran│Russia│Taiwan│Germany│Ireland│South Africa│Turkey│Ghana│Malaysia│Sri Lanka│UK

Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI) │2020-2021 Annual Report
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6.0

Collaboration &
Partnerships

SSSI acknowledges that our work cannot be done in isolation. SSSI values the strong relationship
it has with its Sustaining Partners.

NATIONAL SUSTAINING PARTNERS
Gold Partners

Silver Partner

Bronze Partners

EDUCATION PARTNERS

HYDROGRAPHY COMMISSION SUSTAINING PARTNERS
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REGIONAL SUSTAINING PARTNERS
QUEENSLAND

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

VICTORIA

TASMANIA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

MOUs
For SSSI to be an inclusive body that represents the surveying and spatial sectors, we cannot do this in
isolation. MoUs are critical in fostering stronger collaboration in our region and beyond, as well maintaining
our sustained relevance and opening opportunities for improved learning and knowledge sharing. Over the
past 12 months, SSSI has signed MoUs with the following organisations
Survey + Spatial New Zealand
Survey and Spatial New Zealand is a not-for-profit organisation protecting and promoting the interests
of surveying and spatial professionals
Earth Observation Australia
Earth Observation Australia Inc. is a collaboration and coordination hub for ALL people who collect and use
Earth Observation Data in Australia.
Association of Geographic Information, UK (AGI)
Association of Geographic Information (AGI) aims to maximise the use of geographic information (GI) for
the benefit of the citizen, good governance and commerce
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SPACE+SPATIAL
SSSI and SIBA|GITA provided a joint submission to the Australian Government’s Standing Committee on
Industry, Innovation, Science and Resources on the developing Australian space industry.
The response highlighted the co-dependence between the space and spatial sectors and the spatial
professions’ dependence upon space and space technologies such as earth observation and remote sensing,
positioning, navigation and timing, and communications.
These space-based assets supply the streams of data that power the commercial activities of many of
Australia’s companies operating in the spatial industry servicing most areas of the Australian economy.
A vibrant domestic space industry fuels a vibrant surveying and spatial industry.
Furthermore, in 2021 a coalition of leading Australian space and spatial organisations co-convened a series
of dialogues for space, surveying and spatial professionals to develop the Space+Spatial Industry Growth
Roadmap 2030 which facilitates accelerated mutual growth of these industries looking out to 2030.
SSSI is proud to be part of the Space+Spatial conversation.
A Space+Spatial industry dialogue will continue in the second half of 2021.

SSS-DLN and Research Steering Committee
SSSI is a proud participant of the Surveying, Spatial and Space Diversity Leadership Network (SSS-DLN).
This network brings together leaders from business, government and education to provide visible advocacy
for diversity and inclusion within the profession.
SSSI values the importance of diversity and inclusion principles in our own organisation and in the surveying
and spatial science industry. SSSI provides secretariat support to the SSS-DLN Research Steering Committee.
This committee is focused on conducting an industry wide survey to establish a baseline for the state of
diversity and inclusion across the space, spatial and surveying profession. The survey will be released in the
later part of 2021.
Hydrographic Office HydroScheme Industry Partnership Program (HIPP).
This year saw the introduction of the HydroScheme Industry Partnership Program (HIPP). The program aims to
develop an enduring partnership between government and industry to deliver the national charting program.
Under the program, industry will collect and process hydrographic survey data for nautical charting and safety
of navigation purposes. The HIPP is the most significant activity in the Australian Hydrographic sphere since
the creation of the Australian Hydrographic Office (AHO) 100 years ago this year. As the program matures, the
hydrographic industry will be developed with confidence to introduce new technologies to further improve
data collection volumes and time frames.
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SSSI FireWater Map-a-thon
The SSSI Firewater Map-a-thon was held on the 20 October 2021 and focused on the collection of static
water features to support bushfire preparedness. The Disaster Management & Recovery Special Interest
Group recognised that ‘Australia’s Static Water Infrastructure’ data is not complete. Yet, these water sources
are critical to firefighters and knowing their location is of paramount importance. In addition to disaster
preparedness, it is important to continue the collection of these water features to support critical research,
which depends on meaningful, accurate and relevant data.
The Map-a-thon ran for 24 hours and had over 400 geospatial professionals participating from just over
40 countries. Participants collected nearly 33,000 features including over 23,400 water tanks, and 9,500 farm
dams and swimming pools. This may be one of the largest Map-a-thons ever held in the Australasian region.
The SSSI FireWater Map-a-thon was a truly collaborative initiative between private industry, government
and NGO’s. NGIS Australia set up all the project sites and Nearmap generously supplied high resolution
aerial imagery where available, which enabled participants to effectively map the water infrastructure within
theOpenStreetMap (OSM) Platform and Hot Tasker Manager. SSSI’s Young professional network and the
International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) network provided training support to our mappers. The work
was supported by GeoScience Australia, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DEWLP) in
Victoria, VicMaps and the Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying & Mapping.
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7.0 Recognition & Celebration
Hon Fellow and Fellow Conferred
The SSSI may confer, from time to time, on individual members of SSSI the title of Fellow or Honorary Fellow
of the Institute. These titles are conferred to individuals that have made a significant contribution to the
Institute or to the Profession. The following members were conferred during 2020/2021.
Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse, HFSSSI
Date conferred: 19 November 2020
Zaffar is a passionate member, dedicated volunteer
and valued friend of SSSI. He has been involved
in all facets of the Institute. He joined SSSI as a
PhD student member almost 11 years ago and
has held numerous roles including Regional Chair,
Commission Vice Chair, National Board member
and was our President from 2018-2020. He is
currently the Company Secretary of SSSI.
In his professional life, Zaffar has had over 20 years
industry experience and is highly respected
both in Australia and overseas. He has built an
extensive professional network and is a member of
numerous boards, technical committees and other
professional bodies including the International
Society for Digital Earth, World Geospatial Industry
Council and the UNGGIM just to name a few.

Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse, HFSSSI

Professor Mark Shortis, FSSSI
Date conferred: 27 November 2018
(presented in March 2021)
Professor Shortis has helped shape the current
generation of photogrammetry, spatial and
surveying experts, making an outstanding
contribution to research and teaching to the
profession. Mark is a world leading researcher
in high precision multi-station close-range
photogrammetry. He has conducted collaborative
research with NASA and with universities in
Australia, Pakistan and Germany.
Mark has taught spatial and surveying degrees
across the world, as well as holding various senior
academic leadership positions. He has always been
an innovative and passionate teacher and is well
respected by students and peers alike.
Mark’s contributions have greatly shaped the
landscape of the surveying and spatial professions
in Victoria and internationally.

Professor Mark Shortis, FSSSI
receiving his Fellowship from Andrej Mocicka,
SSSI Victorian Regional Chair and Director – Victoria
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ASIA-PACIFIC Spatial Excellence Awards
These awards celebrate the outstanding achievements of individual surveying and spatial professionals across
the oceanic region. National winners were presented their award at the virtual APSEA Awards ceremony.
APSEA Individual Winners
Professional
of the Year
ACT
NSW
QLD

Young
Professional
of the Year

Women’s
Educational
Leadership Development

Robert Coorey
Wayne
Donny
Patterson
Darmawan
Alistair Byrom Michael Topp

SA

Samuel Holt

TAS

Postgraduate
Student

Undergraduate
Student

VET
Student

Callum Putt
Craig Roberts
Deborah
van Gaans

Nic Donnelly

Daniel Fowler

Wallace Boone
Law

Alexei Tiong

Russell
Commins

Nelson Kuna

VIC

Dr Roger
Fraser

WA

Anthony Snow

Zoltan Kelly

Melissa
Harris
Ivana
Ivanova

Mark Shortis

Antara
Dasgupta

Ivana Ivanova

Manoj Deo

Liam Kearney

n National Award winners
n National Highly commended

SSSI President's Award
SSSI President’s Award is an annual award made at the President’s discretion. It is recognition for those who
have provided an exemplary service to the institute or to the profession.
SSSI’s President’s Award – Paul Reed

SSSI Eminence Award
The SSSI Eminence Award is conferred to an individual who has made a significant national or international
contribution to the spatial sciences and/or is materially advancing the practice and profession of the spatial
sciences.
SSSI’s Eminence Award – Professor Allison Kealy
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APSEA Industry Winners
Innovation and
Commercialisation
ACT

People and
Community

FrontierSI & AGO,
Geoscience Australia,
Department of Defence
FrontierSI, Australian
Geoscience Australia,
AGO Analytics Labs
Space Agency, CSIRO
LINZ & FrontierSI
& Earth Observation
Satellite Based
Australia
Augmentation System
GEO Week 2019
Test-Bed
Industry Track
Program

NSW

Cardno
Aerial Thermal Leak
Detection
QLD

Spatial Enablement

Outline Global
Red Imported Fire Ant
Surveillance

Townsville City
Council Townsville
Dashboards

SA

Technical
Excellence
ICSM Geodesy
Working Group
Upgrading
the Australian
Geospatial Reference
System

Department of
Planning, Industry and
Environment - Crown
Lands Survey Team
“Cadastral Sensing” Aboriginal Land Claim
3286

UNSW & Geoplex
Spatial Vision
Gold Coast Beach
& NSW Dept of
Management System Planning, Industry &
Environment Analysis
of User Requirements
& Spatial Strategy

Brisbane Airport
Corporation & Land
Solution Australia
Brisbane Airport Digital
Twin Project

Veris & Seqwater
Mt Crosby Pumping
Station Digital Twin

City of Mitcham
Mitcham Council Spatial
Asset Management Plan

360 Surveying
Building 22 –
Osborne South
Naval Precinct
JK BARRIE
WINNER

TAS

VIC

Melbourne Water
& Deakin University
Confined Space Entry
Training Simulator

WA

Veris Australia
Rail Runner

Geographic
Names Victoria,
DELWP Victoria’s
International Year of
Indigenous Languages

Environment and
Sustainability

Esk Mapping & GIS
Van Diemens Land Interactive Web Map

State Emergency
Service, Land
Tasmania &
Mineral Resources
Tasmania
Tasmanian Digital
Terrain Model

Melbourne Water &
FrontierSI Data Driven
Insights through Drone
Technology

Veris, AECOM &
MTM Melbourne
Underground Rail
Loop Reality Capture

City of Cockburn & Esri
Australia
Community Safety
Mobility Solution

Geospatial
Intelligence WA
Artificial Intelligence
& Machine Learning

AIML & School
of Biological
Sciences, University
of Adelaide &
PIRSA Condition
Assessment and Risk
Management System

CSIRO Data61 &
DELWP Port Phillip
Bay Coastal Hazard
Assessment

n National Award winners
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Hydrographic Excellence Award
The Hydrography Commission Hydrographic Excellence Award was presented to iXblue Pty Ltd for their use
of autonomous technology in a large-scale hydrographic survey. It is the first time this technology has been
used in the region for a hydrographic survey of this size.

Associations Forum Achievement Award
SSSI was the proud winner of the Associations Forum Association Achievement of the Year 2020 Award.
This award was in recognition of the SSSI FireWater Map-a-thon initiative.

Maxar Spatial Challenge
The Disaster Management and Recovery Special Interest Group (DMR-SIG) participated in the Maxar Spatial
Challenge and received a Highly Commended award. The challenge focused on bushfire preparedness and
use AI and machine-learning techniques to detect static water supplies to assist firefighting efforts.
Water infrastructure is one of Australia’s essential fundamental geospatial datasets, however the data is
difficult to maintain and is lacking in some critical features, such as water tanks. Our thanks to NGIS
Australia for supporting us to complete this challenge.

FIG Working Week
SSSI led the successful bid for Australia to be the host of the 2025 FIG Working Week in Brisbane. Australia
has previously hosted two FIG Congresses (Melbourne, 1994 and Sydney, 2010) and this is the first time we
have been given the opportunity to host a Working Week.

David Donohue, Managing Director
iXblue Pty Ltd – Awarded the Hydrographic
Excellence Award

Tony Wheeler, Chief Executive and Dr Lesley Arnold,
President-elect and Director – WA
receiving the Association Achievement of the Year Award
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8.0

Our National Board
Paul Digney, National President
Paul Digney is the Survey Technical Director for Jacobs Australia and is a
licensed surveyor in Tasmania and Victoria with over 25 years’ experience
in the surveying/spatial profession. Paul has shared his employment
equally between public and private sector roles with a strong focus on
geodetic/cadastral surveying and more recently 3D laser scanning, digital
engineering and strategic consulting.
Dr Lesley Arnold, President-elect and Director – Western Australia
Dr Lesley Arnold is the Director for Geospatial Frameworks Pty Ltd.
She works with governments to develop strategies, policies and
implementation plans for spatial information reform, open data initiatives
and spatial innovation globally. Lesley currently works with the United
Nations and World Bank supporting countries to strengthen their
geospatial information management capabilities towards implementing
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and is one of the lead
authors of the UN-GGIM Integrated Geospatial Information Framework.
Dale Atkinson, Director – Queensland
Dale Atkinson is a cadastral surveyor that runs a small rural based
practice, Atkinson & Booy Surveys in North Queensland. Dale has
enthusiasm, energy and understands the need to always provide
exceptional customer service to his clients both big and small. He is one
of the youngest to acquire his Certificate of Registration with Consulting
Endorsement with the Surveyors Board of Queensland.
Wayne Patterson, Director – New South Wales
Wayne is the Director of Spatial Operations for NSW Spatial Services and
has 20 plus years’ experience in the spatial industry covering a range of
disciplines from Operations to Strategy and Policy development. Some
of Wayne’s achievements include the establishment of the NSW Common
Spatial Information Initiative CSI2i), the establishment of the NSW Spatial
Council now Location Leadership Group and Industry Advisory Group,
led the development and delivery of the NSW Location Intelligence and
Location Plus strategies.
Nicholas Brown, Director – Australian Capital Territory
Nicholas is the Director of National Geodesy at GeoScience Australia,
co-Chair of the UN-GGIM Subcommittee on Geodesy, a member of
the Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping, Chair of
the ICSM Geodesy Working Group and a member of FIG Commission
5. Nicholas is responsible for the development and refinement of the
Australian Geospatial Reference System; the collection of datums, geoid
models, transformation tools and standards required for 4D positioning.
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Michael Grear, Director – South Australia
Michael is a Director of Adelaide based Surveying Firm, Michael Grear
Surveys. With extensive experience across South Australia and several
years in the Northern Territory, covering all areas of surveying from
Engineering and Licensed surveying, Terrestrial Laser Scanning and the
Land and Property development.
Inga Playle, Director – Tasmania
Inga is a Spatial Information Specialist at Hydro Tasmania. She is passionate
about using spatial information to help solve problems, make better
decisions, save time by streamlining workflows and ultimately save
businesses money. She has an in-depth understanding of spatial sciences
and extensive knowledge and experience in the capture of spatial data,
as well as spatial data management, spatial data analysis, web GIS
applications and data output.
Andrej Mocicka, Director – Victoria
Andrej is the Country Manager, Australia for 1Spatial. He is a proven
business development/sales professional with extensive experience as a
Sales & Business Development Manager together with business analysis
and marketing skills. Andrej has a demonstrated history of working in
the surveying and spatial industry with a strong professional skill-set and
experience.
Neil Hewitt, Director – Hydrography
Neil has over 30 years’ experience in the hydrographic industry with 12 years
in the Royal Australian Navy and 22 years in the commercial sector.
Neil is an AHSCP Certified Level 1 Hydrographic Surveyor and holds an
MSc in Hydrography from the University of Plymouth in the UK.
Roshni Sharma, YP (Observer)
Roshni currently a Project Manager and Analyst at FrontierSI. She is
passionate about creative positive intergenerational change within the
industry through initiatives such as the SSSI National Mentoring Program
and other initiatives that facilitate effective collaboration and innovation.
Roshni is one of 80 women selected internationally to be part of
Homeward Bound, a year-long leadership program for women in STEM.
Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse, Company Secretary
Zaffar is the Executive Director for Strategic Consulting & International
relations at Spatial Vision. He has 21 years of experience in project
management, business development and the design, development
and management of spatial databases. Zaffar is also the Australian
representative at ISO Technical Committee 211 (Geospatial Information)
and is active with United Nations Global Geospatial Information Management.
Tony Wheeler, Chief Executive (ex officio)
Tony Wheeler holds degrees in geospatial science and business
administration. His experience includes senior roles with large
engineering consulting firm, Sinclair Knight Merz – now Jacobs, that
included 12 years as a senior partner, initially heading their geospatial
business unit, and later major international projects and mergers
and acquisitions. smaller consulting firms, State and Commonwealth
Government agencies, and information technology companies.
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